HOW TO REPLACE A PT BOUNCER
MAT AND/OR SPRINGS
To replace springs, follow diagram 2, 3 and 4 only
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FITTING
REPLACEMENT PT BOUNCER MATS/SPRINGS
1. Leave the PT Bouncer in it's made up state.
2. Fold the cover back completely around the frame in order to expose all the springs.
3. Remove springs from old mat and frame.
NOTE: If you do not intend keeping the old mat then this operation can be carried out
quickly by simply cutting the mat with a sharp knife, razor or scissors (see fig 1)
Ensure springs are left in 'exactly' the original positions as before ie 'V' shaped formation and
following the same line as the punched rectangular holes in the main frame. This is the
most important.
4. Place new mat on the floor within the circular frame.
NOTE: Ensure that the new mat is the right way up (logo facing up)
5. Place a pair of springs on the mat at four points (north, south, east and west) to ensure an
even tension from the start. Remember to ensure that there are enough holes available for
each subsequent pair of springs.
6. Having ensured that one end of all springs are in position on the frame only take a large
metal bar (eg Philips Screwdriver) and place each remaining curved end of the spring onto
the bar (or screwdriver) and lever each spring into position with one forward movement (see
fig 2)
SPECIAL TIP
We suggest that you work on each pair of springs diagonally opposite the pair that you have
just replaced.
7. Finally, it is most important that you gently bounce around the outside circumference of the
new mat to ease the new springs gently into position.
8. Do not bounce with too much vigor for the first 30 minutes of use as this may result in broken
springs.
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